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EXT. UNIVERSITY SOCCER FIELD, MEXICO CITY - DAY
FANS in the stands scream for fast-paced futból action.
FAFA TORREJÓN, 23, interplanetary futbolista, powerfox
quadrillionaire and tech CEO, kicks, dodges and hustles the
ball across the midfield line.
Scoreboard shows 3 to 2.
TATI GARCÍA, 19, super-hot feet moving as a blur, quick-kicks
and sneaks between TWO DEFENDERS, 20s,
Tati fires it left hard and short with the power and
expertise of a grinding super-athlete dynamo,
Fafa blasts forward close to the left sideline.
POOOMPH!
She crushes a monster left-footed kick that sends the ball
flying like a comet.
The GOALIE, 20s, stutter-steps forward, slips and falls on
her ass, the shot stays aloft into the right top corner.
Fans go bonkers.
EXT. UNIVERSITY SOCCER FIELD, MEXICO CITY - DAY
Downfield action, resistance, OPPONENTS, 20s, juggle the ball
on a drive of their own.
They cross mid-field and push right, out of bounds across the
right sideline, ten meters from the goal.
CECILIA QUIÑONES GARCÍA, 22, throws the ball in to MÓNICA,
20, she boots it back to EVA, 19, their goalie,
Eva throws it out to Mónica, she advances to VALBIBI, 24,
down the right sideline.
Scoreboard shows closing seconds of regulation time!
Valbibi crosses back to AMANDA, 22, who clears it from
defense with a kick to Cecilia,
Cecilia crashes into a DEFENDER, 20s, overpowers her and
pushes forward, sends it to
Valbibi, then Valbibi to DIANA, 18, who lays it through a
razzle-dazzle sprint-fake between STÉFANI, 22, and

2.
LALA, 23, a redhead who gets her toes on the pass and rushes
up the left sideline, evading DEFENSIVE OPPONENTS, 20s,
Lala forwards the ball, Tati kicks it over the heads of the
defense to
BÁRBARA, 21, who mid-air boots it right to Stéfani, she
controls it, razzle-dazzles, pumps it airborne across to
Fafa, perfect pass, Fafa charges the goal, Opponents scramble
to cover,
Fafa crosses to Bárbara at center, she jumps to fake and lets
the ball go zooming to Tati,
Tati BLASTS it at the goal, draws out the Goalie but the shot
hooks back to Fafa!
She charges, dives and HEADS IT in goal!
Making the final win 4-2. Fans go bonkers.
The REF, 20s, stands at mid-field, checks the official clock,
no extra time.
She blows the whistle and points to CDM side as the winner.

